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• Appendix A • Comprehension Placement Tests The placement procedure for the Corrective Reading
Comprehension program is designed so that students take two tests.
Reading Placement Assessment 2 Part B contains short reading passages similar to those found in the K12
Grade 2 curriculum. Each reading selection is followed by a question, or questions, created using the objectives
associated with K12 Grade 2 assessment items.
The ACCUPLACER Reading Comprehension test consists of 20 questions of two different types. In the first
type you must read a passage of text and then answer a question about the passage. The second type of question
presents two sentences, and then asks you a question about the relationship between the two sentences.
Reading Placement Tests Easy Assessments to Determine Students’ Levels in Phonics, Vocabulary, and
Reading Comprehension 3rd Grade NEW YORK • TORONTO • LONDON • AUCKLAND • SYDNEY
Sonlight's Reading Assessment helps you determine your child's reading level. However, if you want help
choosing the right Language Arts program to go with the Readers, please take Sonlight's Language Arts
Assessment .
Free Reading Assessment! Free Reading Comprehension Placement Test! Valid reading assessments must
measure students strengths and weaknesses. Before beginning a reading intervention program or individual
literacy plan (ILP) study and try your assessments on a cross section of students to determine efficacy and
validity.
The Reading Sage Literacy for me was almost an unrealized unattainable dream! As a dyslexic learner I was
unable to read, write, or decode words as a child, p,d,b and q were all the same letter.
Reading Level Assessment Tests to See How Well Your Child is Reading. On one of the Unschooling email
lists, we got to chatting about how a homeschool parent could test the reading level of their children.
Click on the bright green "Reading Tests ~ Teach From These" tab.
Similarly, reading comprehension assessments that require students to write answers to open-ended questions –
as do some state-mandated assessments – may be tapping components of writing as well as reading. And a test
with stringent time limits clearly will tap speed of reading more than does an untimed test.
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